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SAP Jam connects people to your company purpose
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Pain Points of HR leaders where SAP Jam can help during the
transformation
Connect and engage with
a distributed workforce

Upskill the workforce to
adapt to business changes

Roll-out HR initiatives,
policies and drive change

Scale employee support with
self-service information

Digitally transform the
workforce experience

Effectively onboard employees
at scale, before they even start
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SAP Jam drives workplace transformation across all HR processes
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engagement

Expert discovery
& recognition

HR
communications

Employee support &
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Recruiting

Onboarding
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Performance
& Goals

Employee
Central
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Pre-hire

Onboarding
& crossboarding

Blended
Learning

Mentoring
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Streamline
processes

Offboarding
& knowledge
retention
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Collaboration is critical throughout the entire employee life cycle
From pre-hire to retire, collaboration streamlines HR processes

Within HR, collaboration tools can enhance
employee engagement — enabling convenient
learning options, knowledge sharing, and
expertise location services — all conveniently in a
manner that is seamless.
Collaboration is key throughout the entire
employment life cycle from pre-employment all the
way through post-employment.
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Lisa Rowan, Collaboration throughout the employee life cycle. June 2017, IDC. Document US42802617
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SAP Jam connects people and business processes to performance

9%

11%

14%

15%

19%

20%

Faster sales cycle time

Easier to find experts
and information

The Total Economic Impact of SAP Jam, a July 2016 commissioned study
conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of SAP
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Lower content creation
costs

Lower onboarding
costs

Faster time to resolve
issues

Lower training travel
costs

Ask for a complimentary copy of the
The Total Economic Impact of SAP Jam, a
July 2016 commissioned study conducted by
Forrester Consulting on behalf of SAP
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Work better, together with SAP Jam.

Collaboration connects people with your business
purpose.
Purpose drives people and people drive
business results.
Work better, together with SAP Jam.
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SAP Jam Collaboration
HR Scenarios

Drive effective HR communications
and employee engagement
▪ Increase awareness and visibility of HR
initiatives by proactively communicating
▪ Streamline change management around new
policies and processes
▪ Improve employee engagement and receive
immediate feedback from permanent and
external workers

▪ Examples:
– Roll-out a new performance process
– Drive annual benefits communication
– Share corporate values and strategy
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Scale employee support by adding a
self-service model to HR services
Improve HR Service center efficiency
▪ Minimize volume of common HR inquiries by
providing targeted knowledge articles
▪ Ensure information accuracy and consistency
through content approval and moderation
▪ Integrate to SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central
for knowledge base (“Ask HR” and “Agent
Workspace”)

Provide employee self-service 24/7
▪ Employees can browse and search for knowledge
base articles across the entire company
According to the Forrester Total Economic Impact
of SAP Jam, customers saw a 15% reduction in
time to find information and experts with SAP Jam
The Total Economic Impact of SAP Jam, a July 2016 commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of SAP
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Onboarding communities reduce
time-to-contribution
fuzzy
Helping new hires, transitioning or relocating
employees connect to experts and information
▪ Easier access to relevant information via a
centralized community for new hires
▪ Faster access to experts across the
organization help them learn
▪ Better preparation for new hires and internal
transfers by automatically assigning them to the
right communities
▪ New hires get up to speed faster inviting them
to pre-hire communities, connecting them to
experts and information – before they even start
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SAP Jam for learning, training, and employee development

Learning Rooms

Learning Communities

Learning Academies

▪ Improve training effectiveness by
blending formal training with
employee contributed content

▪ Support business transformations
and preserve intellectual capital
through learning communities

▪ Drive learning ROI by extending
reach of employee development
offerings
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Blend peer-to-peer learning with formal training to improve effectiveness

▪ Create learning rooms where learners and
instructors can work together before, during,
and after a training event
▪ Instructors can assign pre-work and homework
and manage training logistics
▪ Employees can leverage their learners network
after course completion
Capabilities
▪ Group templates for training rooms
▪ Integrated search & automatic invitations after
enrollment
▪ Pull real-time course(s) information & data
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Learning communities to support business transformation

▪ Foster a culture of learning and sharing across
the entire company
▪ Harness on-the-job training experiences

▪ Preserve intellectual capital and knowledge
▪ Utilize modern learning practices (e.g. learnapply-share) via multimedia, micro-learnings,
multimedia, mobile
SAP was named a
CHAMPION in Wainhouse
Research’s 2017 Video
Solutions for Corporate
Learning report.
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Learning academies improve learning
ROI with SuccessFactors Learning
▪ Increase exposure to learning content and
learning paths directly where employees work
and interact
▪ Engage learners and allow them to share their
knowledge
▪ Empower learning teams to promote a culture
of learning and share news and updates about
global and local development opportunities
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Integration Overview: SAP Jam and SuccessFactors Learning

Automation
▪ Automate invitations to training rooms
to reduce manual processes
▪ Create template-based learning
communities for courses, curricula,
and scheduled offerings

SAP Jam content in LMS search

Course promotion & discovery

▪ Easier to find knowledge

▪ Show courses, curricula, scheduled
offerings in SAP Jam to promote
offerings and increase reach

– Search the LMS catalog reveals
related SAP Jam content under the
Social Learning tab.

▪ Link courses & programs to groups

▪ Users can view SAP Jam groups
associated with courses
© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ PUBLIC
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Employee development through mentoring communities

Scale mentoring across the organization
▪ Reduce time to create mentoring program groups
– Group creation from within SAP SuccessFactors
Succession & Development
– Automated invitations to matched mentors and
mentees
▪ Establish best practices through templated groups for
one-to-many and many-to-many mentoring

Maximize investment in mentoring
programs
▪ Ensure effective roll-out by communicating program
goals, participants’ tasks and responsibilities

▪ Drive participant interaction and program engagement
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SAP Jam Collaboration
Customer Stories

Customer Success Story:
SunPower
Business Challenges
▪ Employees

complained it was difficult to find

information
▪ Content

was outdated & difficult to update

▪ Multiple,

regional sites expensive to manage

▪ Lacked

personalization & mobile

Solution Benefits
▪ Engaging:

Compelling UI & social features generate
high user engagement

▪ Easier

to find information, accessible anytime,
anywhere

▪ Simpler:

One, global, elegant solution

▪ Reduced

transaction times

▪ Increased

productivity
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Customer Success Story:
Sargent & Lundy
Business Challenges
▪ Train

and develop a new generation of talent to meet future
business needs

▪ Facilitate

and encourage knowledge sharing across the

company
▪ Retain

expertise from long-serving employees close to
retirement

▪ Centralize

training and learning facilities for all employees

Solution Benefits
▪ Gave

new recruits and existing employees instant, anytime
access to experts who are happy to help

▪ Helped

ensure that industry knowledge and experience is
passed on to the next generation

▪ Boosted

overall employee participation and engagement
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Customer Success Story:
Welcome Break
Business Challenges
▪ Were

going through big transformation

▪ Retention

and turnover

▪ Onboarding

Solution Benefits
▪ Improved

retention by 15%

▪ Enhanced

paths for employee recognition

▪ Increased

employee satisfaction

▪ Successful

growth of business was achieved

“We’ve seen a dramatic decrease in
people leaving our business”
© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ PUBLIC

Karl Jolly
Director of People, Welcome Break
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SAP Jam Collaboration
Appendix

Strategy for SAP Jam: Connect employees to company purpose.
Bring together people, data, and processes to drive measurable results

HR
Finance

Operations

R&D

Service

Marketing

Consulting

IT

Sales

Where you work
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Driving results

Fully extensible
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What is a work pattern?
Repeatable, collaborative business process solution
Templates
Best Practices

Best Practices

Data & Apps

Data and Apps

Work patterns:
In process, when and
where needed, real-time

Problem Solving

Content

Expertise

Problem Solving
Content
Expertise
Templates
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Business transformation comes in many flavors
Sales and Service: Opportunity management

HR
With SuccessFactors, SAP
HCM
▪

Social onboarding

▪

Account management

▪

Modern intranet

▪

Blended learning

▪

Opportunity management

▪

Social onboarding

▪

Education center

▪

Deal room

▪

IT projects room

▪

Mentoring and coaching

▪

Customer engagement

▪

IT issue escalation room

▪

Training room

▪

Order-to-cash

▪

Help and support

▪

Quote management

▪

▪

Enablement

Planning and
implementation

▪

Vendor engagement

Company-wide
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With SAP CRM/ECC/ERP, SAP IT
Hybris Cloud for Customer
With IT service ticketing
Sales
systems

▪

Modern intranet

Service

▪

Help & support

▪

Knowledgebase

▪

Planning and implementation

▪

Service request resolution

▪

Team collaboration

▪

Help and support

▪

Knowledge sharing

Marketing
▪

Collaborative campaign
management

▪

Enablement
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Getting started: Success kit for SAP Jam
A guide for planning, implementing, and rolling out SAP Jam
Step “grow”: Measure success and plan to scale.

Step “Plan”: Select business goals and use
cases for SAP Jam.

Result: Key metrics are identified and measured,
feedback and comments are gathered, and
additional use cases are selected.

Plan

Grow

Step “Rollout”: Plan your rollout in respect to
training, support, and communication.
Result: Plans for rollout, training, support, and
communication are developed.
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Result: Business goals, use cases, sponsors,
and champions are identified and documented.

Design

Rollout

Step “Design”: Create design groups and
processes for SAP Jam based on user needs.
Result: Groups and templates are designed
according to stakeholder analysis. Process
changes are documented.
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HR communications

Announce policies & processes

Easy access to HR services

Share company and HR news

▪ Provide employees the critical
information they need to understand
change

▪ Streamline any HR process

▪ Empower employees to comment,
and contribute to the discussion
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▪ Easier to find, discover and access
information

▪ Drive employee engagement
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Peer recognition, people and expertise discovery

People and expertise discovery
▪ Self and peer-nominated informal expertise
facilitates expert finding

Peer recognition
▪ Customizable ‘kudos’ promote peer social
recognition of accomplishments, appreciation and
teamwork

▪ Expertise endorsements recognize knowledge
▪ Automatic endorsements for triggered social
activity encourages interaction and knowledge
sharing
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Onboarding communities support all stages of the employee lifecycle
External communities
for pre-hires
(limited access)

Centralized access to
relevant information

Automatic invites based
on employees’ profiles

Role-specific
onboarding activities

Forums to engage and
ask questions
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Announce onboarding
related news
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SAP Jam for learning, training, and employee development
Use Case Overview
Implementation and rollout

Training and course planning

SAP
Jam

Blend peer-to-peer learning
with formal training
(Learning Rooms)
Continuous learning and sharing
(Learning communities)

Employee development programs
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Time-Off with SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central and SAP Jam
SAP Jam Shows Away Status
Benefits
Based on EC
time-off, show
SAP Jam
away alert

– The SAP Jam profile automatically shows
that an employee is out-of-office, when
the absence is approved or scheduled in
SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central
– Others are informed that there may be a
delay in the response to questions,
invitations, feed posts
– Note: you can also enter away alerts
directly in SAP Jam if the integration with
SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central is
not enabled
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Global assignment communities with Employee Central and SAP Jam
Maximize the investment of global assignments

Benefits
 Maximize the investment of global
assignments by helping employees to
prepare for the assignment
 Expatriates can connect with other
expatriates and local experts about working
and living abroad
 By adding external groups family and friends
can participate to support the assignment
success
Automatic invitation to
SAP Jam triggered by SAP
SuccessFactors intelligent
services
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 Automatic invitation to SAP Jam triggered by
SuccessFactors intelligent services and
easy setup with out-of-the-box templates
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Synchronized Employee Profile and profile-based group management

Benefits
–

One consistent and comprehensive profile
 Profile information can be synchronized from your
SuccessFactors profile such as name, job title, contact
information
 Employees can enrich their profile with information they want
to share with other colleagues, such as job description or
skills

–

Automatic group invitations based on
employees‘ profile data
 Create a rules-based list that updates whenever there are
changes for those members who fit the selected rules
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